
 

 
 

 
OPERATIONS TECHNICIAN– Seeking 1 position $38.76 hr 
DELTA, UTAH 
Send resume to:  jobs@sawtoothcaverns.com 
 
Sawtooth Caverns, LLC in Delta Utah is seeking qualified individuals to support the company’s strategic initiatives and 
continued growth.  Sawtooth operates a multi-product, cavern storage facility with truck and rail terminal. 

General Duties and Responsibilities 

Assist with preventative maintenance and repairs of all equipment systems, diesel equipment and vehicles on site. Make 
mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic repairs on equipment such as railcar movers, forklifts, and vehicles. Applicants 
should have experience with diesel heavy equipment repair so they can determine what parts and tools are necessary 
for repairs.  
 
Specific Functional Duties 

 Assist maintenance team with repairs and preventative maintenance on motorized equipment and terminal 
facility. 

 Perform hydraulic and mechanical repairs on Sawtooth equipment. 
 Perform PM maintenance for system pumps, not limited to; changing pump oil, grease bearings, maintain 

associated pump motors, seal changes and troubleshooting pump related problems.  
 Perform new pump installation, not limited to; pump alignment, vibration analysis, facility start-up and 

troubleshooting, creating/completing required checklists and maintaining spare parts inventory. 
 Perform all maintenance and compliance inspections (e.g., daily, monthly, quarterly, annual); maintain required 

logs and report all equipment failures to supervisor. 
 Repair/replace/calibrate all components, parts, and aspects of: Load Racks, offloading systems, Vapor Recovery 

and Vapor Combustion, Additive Systems, and vapor balancing systems at required facilities. 

Regulatory Compliance 

 Participate in HAZWOPER training, HM126F training and annual updates as required. 
 Attend all required spill response drills including the following: QI Drill, Tabletop Drill, Contractor Deployment, 

Contractor Equipment Inspection, In-House Equipment Inspection. 
 Respond to emergencies (leaks, spills, fires) by implementing response plans and assessing required resources.  

Determine level of response and act as Incident Commander in the absence of the Terminal Manager. 
 Attend monthly safety meetings.  
 Participate in maintenance work order program.   
 Maintain all required certifications.  

Preferred Requirements  

 5-year experience in industrial maintenance. 
 Pump and compressor knowledge. 
 Mechanical certification.  
 Heavy Equipment operations. 
 Prior oil & gas experience.     
 Welding certifications.  

  


